Photographs: ThinkTwice
Training Workshops
We always receive extremely positive feedback and a real heartfelt request to get our resources to a
wider group. Below are some photos with comments from people who have attended our trainings:



“I enjoyed every moment but the singing was
enjoyable. The reason I attended the workshop
(is) to make a difference at my school and
community. Thank you for taking the time to
empower us. You've made implementing the
programme at school easy because of the
information you've given us.” Grade R educator.



“Very informative regarding tools, techniques
and demonstrations, action songs. Great songs
as well that the children will enjoy. Very
practical and therefore easy to remember and
to apply.” Grade R educator.



“Very informative and helpful especially the
lessons and programme books handed out will
be a great help to teachers. The important
topics and concepts were covered and
thoroughly explained. The material is easy to
read and understand. There is no need to
struggle to look for answers to questions and
topics.” Grade R educator.



“Very empowering, motivating, full of information
which is relevant to my teaching programme. I
feel all topics were adequately covered and just
enough information was shared with us. I am
very impressed by the tools used and I'll
definitely be using it in my classroom.” Grade R
educator.



“Was very well presented – I enjoyed it a lot.
Topics are relevant for the issues we deal with
in our country and schools. Through repetition, it
equipped us with the skills to use it effectively in
our classrooms. The learners will thoroughly
enjoy it. It is easy to make all the resources –
examples are provided in the manuals.” Grade 2
educator



“So helpful, exciting and bringing me back to the
importance of my job as an educator. Everything
was well linked and well presented. The
workshop was hands-on and the practical
exercises done during the workshop will help me
to recall and remember.” Grade 2 educator

Photographs: ThinkTwice
Programme being run in Independent Créches

NB. The clarity of the photos (especially of the children we have worked with) is unfortunately “poor” on
purpose. We have many photos of smiling happy children actively involved in the ThinkTwice Grade R:
Jerry Giraffe programme but we have a responsibility to protect their identity. So we apologise that most of
the photos don't capture this.

